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Abstract
Servo-valves or variable displacement pumps are typically used to control conven-
tional hydraulic injection molding machines. Recent developments in electrical drive
technology allow to utilize servo-motor driven pumps instead, which is beneficial due
to their higher energy efficiency. Their dynamic behavior, however, is significantly
different compared to the conventional setup. Thus, currently used mathematical
models and control concepts cannot be directly applied. This paper presents a com-
putationally efficient and scalable mathematical model of the injection process for
these servo-pump driven injection molding machines. A first-principles model of the
injection machine is combined with a phenomenological model describing the injec-
tion process, i. e., the compression of the melt and the polymer flow into the mold.
The proposed model is tailored to real-time applications and serves as an ideal ba-
sis for the design of model-based control strategies. The feasibility of the proposed
model is demonstrated by a number of different experiments. They confirm a high
model accuracy over the whole operating range for different mold geometries.
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1. Introduction

Injection molding is one of the most important manufacturing processes for the pro-
duction of goods made of polymer. The injection molding process is cyclic and consists
of the following phases: First, the mold is closed with a specific force. Then, the molten
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polymer is injected into the mold by a reciprocating screw. To completely fill the mold
and to account for the shrinking of the polymer during cooling, a high pressure is ap-
plied to the polymer during the packing phase. Before the next cycle starts, the screw
is rotated and feeds cold polymer granulate from a hopper to the front of the screw.
The pressure applied to the screw causes a shearing and melting of the granulate to a
homogeneous melt in front of the screw. After the cooling time of the part has passed,
the mold is opened and the final part is ejected. See, e. g., [1] for a more detailed
description.

An accurate control of the process variables (e. g. injection pressure and speed) to
their desired values (in particular during the filling and packing phase) is essential to
ensure a constant high product quality. An accurate mathematical description of the
dynamic system behavior is an important prerequisite for the design and test of control
strategies. This work, thus, aims at developing a control-oriented mathematical model
of (servo-pump driven) hydraulic injection molding machines (IMM) in the filling and
packing phase. For this, the following conditions should be taken into account:

(i) Even though the mechanical construction of a specific IMM is well known, there is
a large variety of construction sizes and variants. The mathematical model should
be easily adaptable to these variants without the need for excessive calibration
by measurements. Thus, a physics-based modeling approach is utilized, where
special care is taken that as many model parameters as possible can be directly
calculated from construction parameters. This also allows to easily transfer the
model-based control strategies to different construction sizes of a machine.

(ii) In contrast, there is typically only very limited knowledge of the mold, when
the controller of an IMM is designed. It is well documented in the literature
that an accurate modeling of the flow of polymer in the complex geometries of
molds (flow of non-Newtonian fluids, combined continuum mechanics and ther-
modynamics problem) is rather difficult. As will be discussed in the next section,
typically finite-element models are utilized which require a detailed knowledge of
the mold geometry and the polymer behavior. The exact knowledge of the flow
of material in the mold is not of primary interest for the control of the IMM and
thus not considered in this work. Instead, a heuristic approach is proposed to
obtain a model which describes the flow of polymer into the mold as a function
of the injection pressure and the filling level of the mold.

(iii) The resulting model should be computationally inexpensive while describing
the most important dynamic effects and nonlinearities encountered during the
injection process.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a detailed overview of the ex-
isting literature for modeling the injection process and injection molding machines.
The derivation of the mathematical model of the injection unit and the process model
(model of the mold) is introduced in Section 3. A comparison of simulation and mea-
surement results is presented in Section 4 to evaluate the overall model performance.

2. Literature Survey

The mathematical modeling of the injection molding process has been an active field
of research in the last decades. The main focus of these works is in the field of modeling
the constitutive behavior of polymer and their flow into a mold. E. g., Spencer and
Gilmore [2] investigated the basic phenomena which occur during injection molding
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in the early 1950s. Several authors have followed this research up to today [3–6]. The
theoretical findings have been implemented in a number of commercial simulation
tools, which are mainly used for designing molds. The underlying modeling approaches
typically rely on computational fluid dynamics methods (CFD), which require the
accurate knowledge of the mold geometry and of the polymer properties. Their high
computational costs make them unsuitable for controller design.

Abu Fara [7] published an analysis of the dynamics of the injection molding process.
Step response tests were conducted to fit black-box transfer functions for the packing
phase as well as pseudo-static relationships for the filling phase. Wang [8] proposed
a 4th-order transfer function for controller synthesis, which was also used later on by
other authors [9, 10]. Kamal et al. [11] designed a simple controller based on a first-
order-plus-deadtime approximation of the pressure dynamics. This type of transfer
functions has been widely used for control design [12–15]. Similar transfer function
models for IMM can also be found in [16–22]. Alternative approaches are based on
parametric models like ARX-[23, 24], ARMAX-[25], CARMA-[26], or CARIMA-[27]
models or different time-series models [28, 29]. While these black-box models are quite
simple and facilitate the design of linear controllers, they only describe the system
dynamics for a specific setting at a certain operating point.

Another approach to model and control the dynamics of the injection process with-
out utilizing first-principles models are neural networks (NN). Petrova and Kazmer
combined a NN with process knowledge for the training of the NN and derived a
process model for the injection pressure [30]. Michaeli and Schreiber developed a NN
for cavity pressure control enabling a model-based predictive control of process vari-
ables [31]. NN have also been proposed for the modeling of further product properties,
such as the tensile modulus [32]. The main drawback of NN is that their quality de-
pends on a vast amount of training data for a specific injection molding machine. Thus,
these models are neither scalable nor easily transferable to different construction sizes
and therefore do not meet the requirements given in Section 1.

To reduce the computational costs and to (at least approximately) take into account
the physics of the injection process, a number of lumped-parameter models have been
introduced in the literature. Shankar and Paul [33] utilize a laminar flow resistance for
each melt flow passage in the mold combined with a simple hydraulic actuator model.
During the packing phase, the time evolution of the melt pressure is considered by two
cavities, i. e., the mold cavity and the antechamber in front of the screw. This two-
cavity approach is widely used, see, e. g., [34–36]. Rafizadeh et al. [37, 38] proposed
separate models for the filling and the packing phase with a power law for the pressure
drop along the flow path. Chiu et al. [39] and Woll and Cooper [40] derived simplified
models by considering the mold geometry in form of the momentum balance and the
shear force of the polymer flow together with a simple actuator model. Cho et al. [41]
and Lin and Cheng [42] extended these models by making the flow resistance dependent
on the melt front position. Daxberger et al. [43] derived a spatially distributed one-
dimensional model for the flow path, but reduced the overall model to a 2nd-order
lumped-parameter model for the controller design, where the mold specific parameters
are estimated online. Dorner et al. [44] proposed a pseudo-static pressure drop during
the filling phase and a one-cavity model for the packing phase. All these models have
in common that they are only applicable if the gate, runner, sprue and mold geometry
is accurately known and can be approximated by simple shapes.

To account for this problem, Zheng and Alleyne [45] used a power law for the volume
flow into the mold, where the constant parameters are determined empirically, together
with a two-cavity model. Reiter et al. [46] derived a model for the packing phase,
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where the melt pressures within the antechamber and the mold cavity are determined
by the static polymer’s equation of state. A simple model for the evolution of the melt
temperature is proposed and the pressure drop is described by a valve equation with
a time-dependent empirically determined flow coefficient.

While the latter models still demand at least some basic knowledge of the mold,
e. g., the mold cavity volume, data-based models for describing the influence of the
injection process on the injection unit can be formulated without any specific knowl-
edge of the mold. For instance, Tan et al. [47] introduced a dynamic model of the melt
pressure inside the barrel with a constant volume flow into the mold during the filling
phase. Another dynamic model for the packing phase, where the overall response of
the mold is modeled as an empirically determined position-dependent force acting on
the screw, can be found in [48].

In the present work, a phenomenological model of the injection process will be
proposed as well, which has some similarities to the latter models, but is capable of
describing both the filling and the packing phase with one model. It will be shown by
measurements that the proposed model is able to accurately capture the behavior of
different mold geometries without the need for excessive calibration.

The focus of the literature review given so far is on the modeling of the injection
process, where the injection molding machine, i. e., the dynamics of the injection ac-
tuators, is, if at all, only incorporated by very simplified mathematical models. The
dynamics of the actuation system can become an important factor in particular for
the considered hydraulically actuated IMM. Hydraulic injection machines considered
in the literature typically include hydraulic pumps running at constant speed and
servo-valves for the control. For instance, Shankar and Paul [33] used a machine with
a constant hydraulic oil volume flow and a pressure relief valve. Alternatively, servo-
valves were used as flow control valves and the systems were typically modeled with
constant supply pressure [7, 36, 39, 41, 45, 48–51]. Some manufacturers use variable
displacement pumps instead of servo-valves [52].

In this work, a servo-drive-based injection molding machine is considered, where the
system is controlled by adjusting the speed of a servo-motor. For this specific design,
only a very few publications can be found. Wang et al. [53] discussed the usage of
the pump speed as control input and Peng et al. [54] introduced a model, where the
dynamics of the servo-drive is modeled in combination with a simple hydraulic system.
The goal of the present paper is to derive a detailed physics-based model of the servo-
drive-based injection molding system and combine it with a phenomenological process
model. The commonly used simple hydraulic models, cf. [53, 54], are improved in a
way of systematically considering cavitation of the hydraulic fluid, which can occur
in certain parts of the hydraulic system. The validation of the resulting overall model
(including the process model) by measurement results will show a high model accuracy
at low computational costs.

3. System Model

Figure 1 gives an overview of the relevant components of the considered hydraulic
injection unit for the filling and packing phase. Molten polymer is pushed from the
antechamber through the nozzle into the mold by moving the (non-rotating) recipro-
cating screw to the left. The non-return valve prevents a back flow of the melt if the
screw is moved forward. During the injection phase, i. e., the forward movement of the
screw, the screw does not rotate to ensure a proper closing of the non-return valve.
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The screw is moved axially by means of the hydraulic cylinders. The force and thus the
motion of the pistons is controlled by the mass flow of hydraulic oil into and out of the
cylinder chambers. In a classical setup of a hydraulic injection machine, a directional
servo-valve is utilized to adjust the mass flow into the injection-side chamber of the
hydraulic cylinder while the supply pressure is controlled by means of the displace-
ment/speed of the pump or by a pressure control valve. In the considered servo-pump
injection molding system, however, the mass flow into the injection-side chamber is
directly controlled by means of the rotational speed of a fixed displacement pump.
The servo-valve is completely opened in this setup and not utilized for the control1.
The pump is driven by a speed-controlled servo-drive, which allows a fast adjustment
of the rotational speed of the pump. The return chamber of the injection cylinder is
connected to the tank and the plastication drive is not active during the filling and
packing phase.

p
U

p
U

xs

pci

pp

nozzle

antechamber screw

non-return valve

return chamber

injection chamber

hydraulic cylinder piston

plastication
drive

servo-valve

servo-pump
np, τp

barrel

pt

hopper

Figure 1.: Overview of the hydraulic injection unit.

The overall mathematical model consists of models of the mechanical and hydraulic
subsystem of the IMM and a phenomenological model of the mold.

3.1. Mechanical Subsystem

The overall force acting on the hydraulic pistons is given by

Ftot = Aac(pac − p0)− 2Aci(pci − p0)− Ffr, (1)

where pac is the melt pressure in the antechamber, Aac is the cross-sectional area
of the screw, pci is the hydraulic pressure in the injection (right) chamber of the
cylinder (area Aci). The return (left) chamber is connected to the tank with pressure
pt. Subsequently, the tank pressure pt is assumed to be identical to the ambient pressure

1Since the valve cannot be taken out in the considered experimental setup, the influence of the valve (i. e. the

pressure drop) is taken into account in the subsequent mathematical model.
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p0, i. e., pt = p0 = const. Hence, the pressure in the return chamber does not contribute
to the overall force2. Ffr = Ffr,c + Ffr,s is the sum of the friction force Ffr,c in the
hydraulic cylinder and the friction force Ffr,s between the screw and the barrel. For
Ffr,c, a static friction model of the form

Ffr,c = dvvs + dqvs|vs|+ dc tanh

(
vs
vt0

)
(2)

is utilized, with the velocity vs = ẋs of the screw, the viscous friction coefficient dv, the
quadratic friction coefficient dq, the Coulomb friction coefficient dc and the reference
velocity vt0.

−120 −110 −100 −90 −80 −70 −60 −50 −40 −30 −20 −10 0

−2

−1

0

vs / mms−1

F
f
r,
c
/
k
N

Figure 2.: Comparison of the measured friction force with the model Ffr,c(vs) from
(2).

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the model Ffr,c from (2) with measurements on
the test stand. It can be seen that the basic characteristics is well approximated, in
particular if one takes into account that the friction shows significant variations due
to other influencing factors. However, for very low speed of the screw some kind of
Stribeck effect, i. e., an increase of the friction force with decreasing velocity, can be
observed, which is not covered by (2). Since the resulting error is small in practically
relevant scenarios, this effect is neglected.

The friction force Ffr,s describes the resistance due to the flow of molten poly-
mer between the screw and the barrel when the barrel is filled with partially melted
polymer. It is described by

Ffr,s = ds sgn (vs)|vs|n. (3)

Therein, non-Newtonian flow behavior of polymer is taken into account by the flow
behavior index n, with 0 < n < 1 for shear-thinning materials. The friction parameter
ds is approximated by

ds = d̃s(l0 − xs)Aac, (4)

with an experimentally determined parameter d̃s and the length l0 of the wetted
cylinder surface, i. e., the screw, at xs = 0.

2The pressure drop in the return line results in a velocity-dependent pressure in the return chamber of the

cylinder. This additional force is included in the friction model (2) such that no extra return line model is

required.
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The balance of momentum of the screw and cylinder piston with the overall mass
ms is given by

ms
d

dt
vs =

{
0 , xs = xstops , Ftot ≤ 0

Ftot , else,
(5)

where xstops is the mechanical end stop at the very left side of the cylinder. It is
assumed that the whole kinetic energy is dissipated when the system reaches this end
stop, i. e., vs = 0 is set.

3.2. Hydraulic Subsystem

In this subsection, the hydraulic actuation system for the mechanical reciprocating
screw is modeled. The main parts of the hydraulic system are the servo-pump and the
hydraulic cylinder.

3.2.1. Isentropic Fluid Model of the Hydraulic Oil

In the considered system, the hydraulic oil can reach pressures up to 200 bar (e. g. in the
cylinder chamber), while in other parts the pressure can drop below ambient pressure
p0 for certain operating conditions3. Thus, a model which accounts for the significant
change of the mass density % and the bulk modulus β as a function of p,

∂%(p)

∂p
=
%(p)

β(p)
, (6)

and which takes into account the cavitation effect for pressures below p0, is required.
In [55–57], a phenomenological fluid model is described, which divides the pressure
range into the following three parts:

(1) p ≥ pvap,u: For pressures above the upper vapor pressure pvap,u the oil is liquid.
Here, the model takes into account the increase of β and % with respect to the
pressure p.

(2) pvap,l < p < pvap,u: In this pressure range, the oil starts to vaporize, i. e., a
mixture of vaporized and liquid oil is present. Here, the effective bulk modulus
and density for the mixture is calculated.

(3) p ≤ pvap,l: Below the lower vapor pressure the oil is vaporized entirely. In this
region, the oil is described by the ideal gas equation.

A detailed description of the model is given in [55–57]. The fluid model ensures phys-
ically meaningful pressures (no pressures below 0) and makes sure that the balance of
mass holds. The resulting model is shown in Figure 3 for the liquid phase and Figure 4
for pressures below ambient pressure p0.

3This can occur in the following two cases: (i) If the servo-pump is accelerated very fast, cavitation (i. e.,
pressures below ambient pressure) occurs due to the inertia of the hydraulic fluid in the connection from the

tank to the pump. (ii) If the hydraulic cylinders are moving with high velocity and the servo-pump is decelerated

rapidly, the inertia of the overall moving mass can also cause cavitation. Nevertheless, these operating conditions
should be avoided to reduce wear of the servo-pump.
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Figure 3.: Density % and bulk modulus β of oil in the liquid phase.
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Figure 4.: Density % and bulk modulus β of oil in the vapor phase.
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3.2.2. Servo-Pump

The hydraulic system is supplied and controlled by an internal gear pump attached to
a servo-drive. The mass flow ṁp generated by the pump is given by

ṁp = −%pVthnpηvol, (7)

with the pump speed np, the volumetric efficiency ηvol, and the theoretical geometrical
displacement volume Vth. The mass density %p(p) is given by the constitutive equation
(6) of Section 3.2.1, where p = pt is used for ṁp ≥ 0 and p = pp for ṁp < 0. The
dependency of the volumetric efficiency ηvol on the pump pressure pp can be well
approximated by

ηvol = ηvol0 − (ηvol0 − ηvoln)

(
pp − pt
pvoln − pt

)2

, (8)

with the nominal efficiency ηvol0 at pp = pt and the decreased efficiency ηvoln at
pp = pvoln. The hydromechanic pump torque τp,hm is given by

τp,hm =
τp
ηhm

= −Vth
2π

(pp − pt)
ηhm

, (9)

with the pressure-dependent hydromechanic efficiency ηhm. A polynomial function
ηhm(pp) is again utilized to approximate measurements.

The balance of angular momentum for the pump rotational speed np yields

d

dt
np =

1

2πJp
(−τp,hm − τfr + τel), (10)

with the momentum of inertia Jp, the electric drive torque τel, and the friction torque

τfr = sgn (np)dc,mot + npdv,mot . (11)

Measurements confirm that the friction torque can be accurately approximated by
(11). As discussed before, the speed of the pump is controlled by a subordinate speed
control loop implemented on the inverter, which uses the electric drive torque τel
as control input. The inverter exhibits remarkable dead-time behavior, resulting from
communication delays and internal interpolation algorithms. For the injection process,
the subordinate pump speed control loop is assumed to be ideal but with an input
dead-time tdt, which is why the delayed desired pump speed ndp(t− tdt) serves as new
control input. The ODE (10) is an important part of the model to calculate the required
electric torque τel.

3.2.3. Evolution of the Injection and Pump Pressure

The screw is actuated by two parallel double-acting cylinders, where the respective
chambers are hydraulically connected. As described before, the return chambers are
assumed to be connected to tank with pressure pt = p0. Thus, only the injection
chamber is modeled in form of one effective cylinder with the corresponding doubled
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volume and area. The balance of mass for the injection chambers reads as

d

dt
pci =

βci
2(Vci0 −Acixs)

(
ṁsv

%ci
+ 2Acivs

)
. (12)

Here, pci denotes the pressure in the injection chamber and %ci and βci are the corre-
sponding mass density and the bulk modulus given by the fluid model introduced in
Section 3.2.1. Aci is the piston area and Vci0 the chamber volume for xs = 0.

The mass flow ṁsv of the servo-valve, which is placed in front of the injection
chamber in the present setup, can be described by ṁsv = ṁsv,pc − ṁsv,ct, with

ṁsv,pc = αsv

√
2%sv,pc(ppc)Asv,pc(xsv)

√
|pp − pci| sgn(pp − pci) (13a)

ṁsv,ct = αsv

√
2%sv,ct(pct)Asv,ct(xsv)

√
|pci − pt| sgn(pci − pt). (13b)

Therein, αsv is the contraction coefficient, pp the pump pressure, and Asv,pc, Asv,ct

are the opening areas of the valve from supply to chamber (pc) and from chamber to
tank (ct), respectively, which can be changed by the valve position xsv. The pressure
for calculating the density %sv,pc(ppc) depends on the direction of the flow. Thus, for
ṁsv,pc ≥ 0, the pressure ppc = pp before the valve is used, while ppc = pci for ṁsv,pc < 0.
Analogously, pct = pci is used for %sv,ct(pct) for ṁsv,ct ≥ 0 and pct = pt for ṁsv,ct < 0.

Remark 1. Since the servo-valve is completely opened in the considered scenarios,
the servo-valve dynamics is not further discussed in this paper. It is assumed that the
servo-valve position xsv is ideally controlled.

The pump pressure is assumed to be uniform within the supply line from the pump
to the valve and is described by the balance of mass

d

dt
pp =

βp
Vp%p

(ṁp − ṁsv,pc), (14)

with the volume Vp of the supply line and ṁp from (7). The bulk modulus βp and the
mass density %p are given by the fluid model of Section 3.2.1.

Remark 2. The effective bulk modulus describes the apparent compressibility of the
fluid in a hydraulic cavity, combining the compressibility of the oil and the stiffness
of the hydraulic cavity. Due to the usage of flexible hydraulic hoses in the supply line
the fluid model parameters for the bulk modulus βp can be different from those of βci
and may be identified by means of measurements.

3.3. Process Model

The process model summarizes the description of the molten polymer in the antecham-
ber and the mass flow into the mold.
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3.3.1. Antechamber

The antechamber of the IMM is filled with molten polymer before the filling process
starts, see Figure 5. The volume Vac of the antechamber is given by

Vac = Aac(xs0 + xs + rspac) , (15)

where Aac = D2
sπ/4 is the cross-sectional area of the screw with diameter Ds and

Aacxs0 accounts for the dead volume remaining for xs = 0. The pressure pac of the
polymer in the antechamber yields a deformation of the screw due to its flexibility.
This effect is taken into account by the stiffness coefficient rs.

pac

xs
rspac

Vac(xs, pac)

qno
Ds

Figure 5.: Melt cushion model.

The conservation of mass applied to the antechamber reads as

d

dt
mac =

d

dt
(%ac(pac, Tac)Vac(xs, pac)) = −%acqno, (16)

where qno denotes the volume flow into the mold 4.
The density %ac of the polymer is a function of the pressure pac and the temperature

Tac. One common heuristic model is the modified two-domain Tait equation, see,
e. g., [6]. It describes the specific volume vac = 1/%ac as a function of the temperature
Tac and pressure pac in the form

vac(pac, Tac) = v0(Tac)

(
1− c1 ln

(
1 +

pac
B(Tac)

))
+ vT (pac, Tac) , (17)

with the constant c1 and

v0(Tac) = b1 + b2(Tac − b5) (18a)

B(Tac) = b3 exp(−b4(Tac − b5)) . (18b)

The term vT (pac, Tac) accounts for the change in the specific volume of semi-cristalline
materials when changing their structure from cristalline to amorph during melting

vT (pac, Tac) =

{
b7 exp(b8(Tac − b5)− b9pac), Tac ≤ Tt
0, Tac > Tt

(19)

with the transition temperature Tt = b5 + b6pac. The constant parameters bi, i =
1, . . . , 9 characterize the different materials and can be found in the literature or in
commercial databases as, e. g., included in Autodesk Moldflow R©.

4During the filling and packing phase, which are considered in this paper, the non-return valve at the screw

is closed. Small leakages due to a possible imperfect closing of the valve are subsumed in the volume flow qno.
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Remark 3. While the Tait model can give an accurate description of the material
behavior in a wide temperature and pressure range, it strongly relies on the knowledge
of the model parameters bi, i = 1, . . . , 9 and thus on the polymer used. In most of the
cases, these data are not provided by the operator of the machine and thus are not
available for a control strategy. In these cases, it is necessary to use simpler material
models. Given the fact that the temperature of the polymer is basically constant in the
considered filling and packing phase, its influence can be neglected and the pressure-
dependent bulk modulus βac is approximated in the form

βac = β0 + β1pac + β2p
2
ac. (20)

The parameters βi, i = 0, 1, 2, have to be identified from measurements, e. g., during
the packing phase.

Inserting the material model (either (17) with (6) or (20)) into (16) and considering
(15) yields

d

dt
pac =

βac
xs0 + xs + rs(pac + βac)

(
−vs −

qno
Aac

)
, (21)

where the temperature Tac is assumed to be constant and vs = ẋs.
Before the start of the filling phase (after the plastication phase), the screw is pulled

back to decompress the melt completely and open the non-return valve. This is done to
increase the repeatability of the process. In this case, pac = p0 is given at the beginning
of the filling phase until the screw touches the melt at the position xs = xs,f0, i. e.,

d

dt
pac =

{
0 , xs > xs,f0

RHS((21)) , else .
(22)

3.3.2. Mass flow into the Mold

Modeling the filling of the mold with liquid polymer is a difficult task, in particular
since the coupled thermodynamic and fluid mechanics problem has to be solved for
complex mold geometries. Typically, specialized CFD simulations are used for this
task, which, however, require accurate knowledge of the mold geometry and are com-
putationally complex, cf. [6]. These models are not suitable for the design of control
strategies or for fast transient simulations.

Therefore, in this work, a simplified approach is proposed which aims at finding a
semi-heuristic approximation of the volume flow qno. This model should be capable of
representing the main dynamic behavior and being parameterized by measurements
without the need of an accurate knowledge of the mold geometry.

For this task, the process is split into two parts: In the filling phase, the mold is filled
with liquid polymer, where qno is a function of the pressure pac and the filling level
of the mold, which is basically equivalent to the screw position xs. In the subsequent
packing phase, the mold is completely filled and a volume flow qno into the mold only
occurs due to elastic deformation of the polymer (if there are changes in the pressure
pac) and the shrinking of the polymer due to cooling. Since the cooling is basically a
function of time, the shrinking of the polymer can be described as a function of time
as well.
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Based on this discussion, the volume flow qno into the mold is approximated by the
Ostwald-de Waele model [6, 58] in the form

qno = Ano

(
pac − p0

rno

)1/n

. (23)

Here, Ano is the cross-sectional area of the nozzle, n is the polymer flow behavior
index, and rno is the filling resistance [45].

To account for the different behavior in the filling and packing phase, the filling
resistance is defined as follows: In the filling phase, the resistance rno is given as a
function of xs, i. e., rno = rno,x(xs), which can be identified from measurements of
the injection molding machine with the considered mold. The filling phase starts at
xs = xs,f0 and ends when the form is completely filled at xs = xs,fe. If the overall
volume Vmo of the mold is known, then xs,fe can be approximated by xs,fe = xs,f0 −
Vmo/Aac = xs,f0 −∆xs,mo, where ∆xs,mo is the displacement of the screw required to
fill the mold.

Remark 4. In cases where the mold volume is not accurately known, another pos-
sibility to define xs,fe is as follows: Typically, the pressure pac required to fill a mold
with constant volume flow qno shows a steep rise when the mold is close to complete
filling. Defining a characteristic pressure limit, the position xs,fe is reached when pac
exceeds this limit.

In the packing phase, the resistance rno = rno,t(t) is approximated by the following
heuristic model

rno,t(t) =

(
rno,x(xs,fe) + rfz

(
1− e

(
− t−tfe

tfz1

)))
e

(
t−tfe

tfz2

)

, (24)

with the parameters rfz, tfz1, and tfz2, which have to be identified from measurements.
In (24), tfe corresponds to the time when xs = xs,fe holds, i. e., when the mold is
completely filled. The overall model for the flow resistance can be summarized as
follows

rno =

{
rno,x(xs), xs > xs,f0 −∆xs,mo

rno,t(t), else.
(25)

Measurement results show that this model gives a good approximation of the injec-
tion molding process for a large variety of molds. A typical behavior for two different
molds, which will be used in the experimental validation in Section 4, is presented in
Figure 6. Mold A exhibits a pronounced change in the wall thickness at the gate and in
the form, which is reflected in the rapid changes in rno,x in Figure 6(a). Mold B has no
change in the wall thickness and a steep rise of rno,x only occurs close to the complete
filling of the mold. Moreover, the parts produced with these molds have a rather short
cooling time, which can be seen in Figure 6(b), where already after approximately 0.3s
the flow resistance rno,t reaches a large value, which corresponds to solid polymer in
the mold.

Remark 5. If the type of the processed polymer or its parameters are not known
the flow behavior index n has to be identified empirically. Using (21) with (23) and
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Figure 6.: Filling resistance rno for two different molds.

choosing segments with the same injection stroke xs, a constant velocity v̄s = const.,
and constant injection pressure p̄ac = const., then

v̄s ≈ −
Ano

Aac

(
p̄ac − p0

rno,x(xs)

)1/n

approximately holds. Assuming that rno,x(xs) is independent of the injection velocity,
n can be calculated from two measurements with different injection velocities.

4. Experimental Validation

In this section, the proposed mathematical model is validated by a number of mea-
surement results. These measurements were performed on a state-of-the-art injection
molding machine (IMM) with its standard PID-based control strategy. The mathemat-
ical model of the mechanical and hydraulic subsystem was parametrized by geometry
parameters of the specific IMM, for the fluid model nominal parameters were used
considering the flexibility of the hydraulic hoses in the supply line, and the friction
parameters were identified by measurements according to Figure 2. The parameters
bi, i = 1, . . . , 9 of the Tait equation (17), and the flow behavior index n were taken
from literature for the respective material, see, e. g., [59]. The resistance rno of the
mold model was calculated from (21) with (23) by means of measurements.

In a first step, the model accuracy of the IMM is investigated without the influence
of a specific polymer or the mold geometry. For this so-called dry-run experiment no
polymer is inside the barrel. For the simulation results, the measured speed np of the
pump serves as input. Figure 7 shows the comparison between the measurement and
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Figure 7.: Validation of the mathematical model for a dry run.
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simulation results for the dry-run experiment, where the IMM is velocity controlled
with an injection speed profile vds until the screw hits the end stop at t ≈ 3.4 s.
From this point on, the IMM is pressure controlled. The measured pump speed np
shows a good tracking performance of the desired pump speed ndp by the pump speed
controller. Furthermore, the results clearly confirm that the mathematical model is
able to accurately reproduce the time evolution of the measured pump pressure ps,
the cylinder pressure pci, and the screw velocity vs.

Additionally, the measured torque τel is compared to an estimated torque from (10),
rearranged for τel with d

dtnp being calculated numerically. The estimated torque shows
a good model accuracy in regions with fast changes of the pump speed. In regions with
slower dynamics, low rotational speed and higher pump pressure (t ≈ 3.5 s to 5.5 s) a
higher deviation can be seen. This results from inaccuracies of the pump efficiency ηhm
in (9). In the control strategy, the torque is an important quantity, since exceeding the
torque limits would directly result in large tracking errors of the pump speed. In this
context, the accuracy of the predicted torque of the proposed model is high enough.

To analyze the influence of the hydraulic piping system on the overall system dy-
namics, Figure 8 shows a picture detail of Figure 7. It can be seen that the fast change
of the pump speed yields oscillations of the measured pressures in the pipe system,
which are not captured by the proposed model. This behavior could be described by
adding models for the transmission lines, i. e., the supply and the return line, as pro-
posed by Zheng and Alleyne [45]. A model with sufficient accuracy that captures the
whole hydraulic piping system would be rather complex and would thus contradict the
desired low model complexity. The experimental results show that the amplitude of
the oscillations is rather small and this is only visible due to the small overall pressure
levels in the dry-run experiment. In nominal operation (barrel filled with polymer)
with significantly larger pressure levels, these oscillations will not have a significant
influence on the system performance. Therefore, this effect is not considered in the
proposed model.

In order to validate the model of the antechamber, which is filled with liquid poly-
mer, a so-called melt cushion test is performed. In this test scenario, the nozzle is kept
closed and the molten polymer is compressed in the antechamber. By means of this
test, the model ((21) with (17) and qno = 0) can be validated without the influence of
the mold characteristics. The simulated chamber pressure pci is compared with mea-
surements by means of a pressure-displacement diagram in Figure 9. The results for
polypropylene (PP) and two different injection strokes, i. e., different volumes of the
melt cushion, are shown. The left curve corresponds to a very small volume while the
right curve gives results for a very large volume. It can be inferred from Figure 9 that
the model accurately reflects the system’s behavior over the whole pressure range,
which proves the feasibility of the proposed model.

In the last test scenarios, injection experiments into the two different molds A and
B with the filling resistance according to Figure 6 are performed. The first experiment
depicted in Figure 10 shows the results for an injection into mold A with rather
slow injection speed (approximately 20% of maximum speed). As expected, a very
good agreement between the measured and simulated velocity of the screw vs can
be observed. There are slightly larger differences in the cylinder pressure pci, where
the largest difference occurs at the beginning of the injection process. In this phase
of the injection process, the screw touches the melt cushion after moving over the
decompression stroke and the non-return valve mounted on the screw closes. Since the
closing of the non-return valve is modeled in an idealized way in this paper, the model
shows a sharper transition of the cylinder pressure pci in the simulation compared to
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Figure 9.: Pressure-displacement diagram for polypropylene with a small volume of
the melt cushion on the left and a large volume on the right.

the measurement. This part of the injection phase is not of great importance for the
final product quality, which is why this deviation does not play an important role, in
particular for the controller design.

In the next step, a different velocity trajectory with different injection speed is
investigated. Figure 11 depicts an experiment with mold A for a significantly increased
velocity (almost maximum speed). Clearly, the simulation model is also capable of
accurately describing this scenario and thus proves the validity of the model in the
whole operating range of the IMM.

Finally, the scalability of the proposed model to different mold geometries is ana-
lyzed in the measurements depicted in Figure 12. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, mold
B has a different length and width, and thus a different filling behavior. The results
of Figure 12 confirm that the model is also perfectly suitable for simulating different
mold geometries.
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Figure 10.: Injection into mold A with slow injection speed.
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Figure 11.: Injection into mold A with high injection speed.
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Figure 12.: Injection into mold B.
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5. Conclusions

In the present work, a computationally efficient and scalable mathematical model of
a hydraulic injection molding unit with a servo-pump is proposed. It combines a first-
principles model of the hydraulic actuator system with a phenomenological process
model of the injection process. The model accuracy was thoroughly validated by com-
paring simulation with measurement results. The model features a low computational
complexity and can be easily parametrized by geometry parameters of the specific
injection molding machine, nominal parameters of the oil, tabulated material param-
eters of the polymer used, and some friction and process model parameters must be
identified based on measurements.

This model serves as an ideal basis for real-time applications and the design of
model-based control strategies. Current work deals with the development of a model-
predictive control strategy for the injection molding machine, where first experimental
results show a significant improvement in comparison to results known from existing
controllers.

Nomenclature

Table 1.: Description of symbols and their corresponding units.

Symbol Definition Unit
Aac cross-sectional area of the screw m2

Aci cross-sectional area of the hydraulic cylinder m2

Ano cross-sectional area of the nozzle m2

Asv opening area of the valve m2

bi, i = 1, . . . , 9 parameters for the Tait equation mixed
Ds screw diameter m
dc Coulomb friction coefficient N
dc,mot Coulomb friction coefficient N m
dq quadratic friction coefficient N s2 m−2

ds friction parameter for Ffr,s N sn m−n

dv viscous friction coefficient N s m−1

dv,mot viscous friction coefficient N m s
Ffr overall friction force N
Ffr,c friction force in the cylinder N
Ffr,s friction force between the screw and the barrel N
Ftot overall force acting on the hydraulic pistons N
Jp inertia of the pump N m s−1

l0 length of the wetted cylinder surface m
ṁp mass flow generated by the pump kg s−1

ms overall mass kg
ṁsv mass flow of the servo-valve kg s−1

n flow behavior index −
np pump speed s−1

ndp desired pump speed s−1

p0 ambient pressure Pa
pac pressure in the antechamber Pa

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Symbol Definition Unit
pci pressure in the injection chambers Pa
pt tank pressure Pa
pvap,l lower vapor pressure Pa
pvap,u upper vapor pressure Pa
pvoln pressure for volumetric efficiency ηvoln Pa
pp pump pressure Pa
qno volume flow into the mold m3 s−1

rfz resistance parameter for rno,t Pa sn m−n

rno,t time-dependent filling resistance Pa sn m−n

rno,x position-dependent filling resistance Pa sn m−n

rno filling resistance Pa sn m−n

rs stiffness of screw m Pa−1

Tac polymer temperature K
tdt dead-time s
tfe time when xs,fe is reached s
tfz1, tfz2 time constants for rno,t s
Vac volume of the antechamber m3

Vci0 volume of one injection chamber for xs = 0 m3

Vth geometrical displacement volume m3

Vp volume of the supply line m3

vac specific volume of the polymer in the antechamber m3 kg−1

vt0 reference velocity for Coulomb friction m s−1

vs screw velocity m s−1

xs,f0 screw position at the beginning of the filling phase m
xs,fe screw position at the end of the filling phase m
xs screw position m

xstops mechanical end stop m
αsv contraction coefficient −
β bulk modulus Pa
βi, i = 0, 1, 2 parameters for bulk modulus βac mixed
∆xs,mo displacement of the screw required to fill the mold m
ηhm hydromechanic efficiency −
ηvol volumetric efficiency −
ηvol0 volumetric efficiency at p0 −
ηvoln volumetric efficiency at pvoln −
% mass density kg m−3

τel torque of electric drive N m
τfr friction torque N m
τp,hm hydromechanic pump torque N m
τp theoretical pump torque N m
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